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	Ongoing economic challenges are affecting and impacting business and society in nearly every industry and geographical region. Taking decisive action to reprioritize the way we are doing business is a key focus for companies. Around the world, companies are taking the necessary measures that will enable us to adjust to today’s reality and to future challenges. In adjusting and refocusing we need to stay on course to ensure that short-term challenges won’t distract us from planning for longer-term opportunities to achieve sustainable growth. Information technology is part of the solution if handled in a truly global scale.


	With decades of experience in making companies globally successful, I believe that we are faced with a unique opportunity to nurture global economic prosperity. Global software engineering, IT outsourcing, and rightshoring are all pieces toward readjusting the software and IT business. The prestigious journal Harvard Business Manager recently stated that outsourcing with global IT services and software development ranks as one of the top business ideas of the past 100 years. This certainly makes sense, because software and IT industries are today truly global. Be it offshoring or outsourcing, component or service integration, managing global software engineering has rapidly become a key competence for successful engineers and managers. The diversity of suppliers, cultures, and products requires dedicated techniques, tools, and practices to overcome challenges.


	This book, Global Software and IT, written by my colleague and friend Christof Ebert, summarizes experiences and provides guidance, processes, and approaches for successfully handling global software development and outsourcing. It offers tons of practical hints and concrete explanations of “how to do it better.” Readers will get an opportunity to explore the current state of practice in this area as well as new thoughts and trends that will shape the future.


	Global Software and IT provides a framework for mastering global software and IT, and also summarizes experiences from companies around the globe. The book is very readable and provides a wealth of knowledge for both practitioners and researchers. With its many practical insights, this book will be a useful desktop reference for industry practitioners and managers within the software engineering and IT communities.


	Global IT and software development, service, and provisioning imply a great organizational and industrial shift in structure. Let’s rise to the challenge and, in doing so, raise the quality of life and our economic prosperity for generations to come. Now is the time to grow and improve global software and IT and thus empower all of the world’s citizens to participate in the human network.
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Delphi 5 Developer's Guide (Developer's Guide)Sams Publishing, 1999
The Delphi 5 Developer's Guide is a complete reference showing developers what they need to know most about Delphi 5. The text begins with a tour of Delphi 5 basics, including improvements since version 1. After observing object-oriented Pascal programming, including advanced language features, the authors turn to the strengths of using the Visual...
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Vehicle Propulsion Systems: Introduction to Modeling and OptimizationSpringer, 2012

	This text provides an introduction to the mathematical modeling and subsequent optimization of vehicle propulsion systems and their supervisory control algorithms.


	Automobiles are responsible for a substantial part of the world's consumption of primary energy, mostly fossil liquid hydrocarbons and the reduction of the fuel...
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GIS for Web Developers: Adding 'Where' to Your Web ApplicationsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007

	
		There is a hidden revolution going on: geography is moving from niche to the mainstream. News reports routinely include maps and satellite images. More and more pieces of equipment cell phones, cars, computers now contain Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. Many of the major database vendors have made geographic data types...
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The Practical Guide to Enterprise ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2003
In A Practical Guide to Enterprise Architecture,  six leading experts present indispensable technical, process, and business  insight into every aspect of enterprise architecture. You’ll find  start-to-finish guidance for architecting effective system, software, and  service-oriented architectures; using...
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Passionate Engines: What Emotions Reveal about the Mind and Artificial IntelligenceOxford University Press, 2004
In this unique contribution to philosophical debate, Craig DeLancey shows that our best understanding of emotion provides essential insight on key issues in philosophy of mind and artificial intelligence. DeLancey offers us a bold new approach to the study of the mind based on the latest scientific research, and provides an accessible overview of...
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Power Phone Scripts: 500 Word-for-Word Questions, Phrases, and Conversations to Open and Close More SalesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Start closing sales like top producers!


	Have you ever found yourself at a loss for what to say when the gatekeeper asks you what your call is about? Have your palms ever sweated when the decision maker shuts you down with: “I wouldn’t be interested”? Has your heart taken a fast dive into your stomach when,...
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